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Abstract 
The classical binary classification problem is investigated when it is known in advance that 
the posterior probability function (or regression function) belongs to some class of functions. 
We introduce and analyze methods which effectively exploit this knowledge. These methods 
are based on minimizing the empirical risk over a carefully selected “skeleton” of the class 
of regression functions. The skeletons are coverings of the class based on metrics, especially 
fitted for classification. A new scale-sensitive dimension is introduced which is more suitable 
for the studied classification problem than other, previously defined, dimension measures. This 
fact is demonstrated by performance bounds for the skeleton estimates in terms of the new 
dimension.’ 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
I. Definitions 
The following pattern classification problem is investigated: let (X, Y) be a pair 
of random variables, taking their values from some set 3’ and (0, I}, respectively. 
The value of the label Y is to be predicted upon observing the jkature vector A’. The 
prediction rule or classifier g is a function % --f (0, I}, whose performance is measured 
by the probability of error 
ml = %(W # y> 
The joint distribution of (X, Y) is determined by the regression jimction 
q*(x)=P{Y= 1(X=x} 
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(also known as the a posteriori probability function) and the measure p of X on X, 
that is, 
p(A) = P{X E A} for each measurable set A G X. 
The Bayes classifier 
g*(x) = 
0 if q*(x)<;, 
1 otherwise, 
is well-known to have minimal probability of error among all possible classifiers. Its 
error probability L(g*) is called the Bayes risk, and is denoted by L*. 
Recall that if n : X -+ [0, l] is an arbitrary measurable function, and we define the 
corresponding classifier by 
g(x) = 
0 if v(x)<:, 
1 otherwise, 
then the following elementary property holds: 
L(g) -L* = 2E {~{,(x)+gyx)~l~*(W - ;I} 
6 2E {~{,(x)+syx)~I~*(W - YV>~} 9 
see, for example, [13, p. 161. (4 denotes the indicator of an event A.) 
Assume that n independent copies of (X, Y) form the available data sequence: 
(1) 
These data may be used to obtain the classification rule gn(x), whose probability of 
error is the random variable 
L(g,) =J’{sQ) # YID,). 
Very often, apart from the training sequence, some prior information is available 
about the joint distribution of (X, Y). For example, in some applications with X = 9@, 
it is known that y* is a monotone function in all components of x. In other situations 
it may be known that q* is a smooth function. In the basic pat-learning setup [lo], 
q* is known to be the indicator function of one of the sets in a given class of sets. 
We assume throughout that y* is a member of a known class of functions B. In this 
paper we are interested in how this extra information can be exploited to obtain small 
probabilities of error. 
At this point we need to introduce some notation: 
l If y E F is a regression function, L(r) denotes the probability of error L(g) of the 
corresponding classifier g(x) = I{,(,) a 1,2I. We will always denote g’(x)=ZI,,(,)> i12), 
s*(x)==II,*(,),i,2}, c7n(x)=Qqn(X)a1/2j, etc. 
l V denotes the vc dimension of the class of classifiers induced by 9, that is, the vc 
dimension of the class of sets of the form {x : q(x)> i}, r E 97 
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S,F(X;) is the shatter coejficient of the class F restricted to x; = (xl,. , x,), that 
is, the number of different ways the members of F can classify the n points 
XI,...,X,. 
dlY,n(% II’> = (l/n> c:=, I{,(,)#(&)} denotes the empirical (normalized) Hamming 
distance between two classifiers, and dt.,(q, r’) = (l/n) C:=, Ir](X;) - y’(X;)l is the 
empirical L1 distance. 
dH(% 4) =P{gW) #g’(X)), and dt(y,g’) =E{l&Y) - n’(X)\}, denote the corre- 
sponding theoretical distances. 
Nl,(s,x;,F) is the empirical Hamming covering number of 9 restricted to the set 
{x1,. . . , x,}, that is, the set of functions of smallest cardinality satisfying the property 
that for every y E B there is an v’ in the set such that d~,~(q, r’) <E. Note that for 
a> l/n, N~(c,x;,F)<,Sp(x;). 
The empirical L1 covering number N~(E,x;,~) is defined similarly, replacing the 
distance dH,n above by the empirical L1 distance d 1, n. 
The covering numbers of 9 with respect to the theoretical distances dt, and dl are 
denoted by NH(E, cc, 9) and Nt (E, p, 5), respectively. 
The scale-sensitive dimension r?, of Keams and Shapire [ 171 (also known as the 
jbt shattering function) for 0 <y < i is defined as follows: we say that F y-j&- 
shatters a finite set A c 3 if there exists some function s : A --f [0, l] such that 
for every subset E c A there is a function ?E E :F such that ~E(x)>s(x) + ;’ if 
x EE and ~~(x)<s(x) - ‘/ if x E A - E. Ri of 9 is the largest positive integer 
n for which there exists a set A of cardinality n which is y-fat-shattered by 9. 
If for every n there is a set A which is y-fat-shattered by ,F then we say that 
F$=3=. 
1. Methods of empirical risk minimization 
Perhaps the most natural way of exploiting the knowledge that ye* is in a known 
class of functions is the following: form the class of classifiers determined by the 
functions in 8, that is, 
{Y : g(x) = I{,(x), 1,2},Y E 91. 
The Bayes classifier is clearly in this class. Then we may select a member of the class 
by minimizing the empirical error 
n 
Then an inequality of Vapnik and Chervonenkis [29] (see also [3]) implies that if S,, 
is the selected classifier, then 
E{L(Cj,)} - L* dK max 
(dv, log(E(::(X:)J)) (2) 
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Here, and in the rest of the paper, K denotes a universal constant. It is well-known 
[25] that the shatter coefficients may be uniformly bounded as 
v 
sup s&x;)< ; 
XI ,...,xn ( > 
Therefore, we have 
E{L(ij,)} - L” ,< K max (t?, VlFn). 
The method of minimizing the empirical error is extremely robust in the sense that the 
above upper bound remains true in a completely distribution-free setting if we replace 
L* by the probability of error L= inf,,,,- L(y) of the best classifier in the class. 
In other words, if q* +! 9, the method still works reasonably well. 
On the other hand, this result is optimal (up to a logarithmic factor) in a minimax 
sense: for any classification rule gn, there exists a distribution of (X, Y) such that 
.EL(g,) -L_ 3 Kmax (3) 
see [13, 141. However, if we exploit the additional information that y* E 9, we may 
be able to define classifiers with improved performance guarantees. It is precisely the 
goal of this paper to explore this direction. 
For simplicity, we have given bounds for the expected value of the probability 
of error L(ij,). Alternatively, we may rephrase these results in terms of sample-size 
bounds. For example, another consequence of the above-mentioned result of Vapnik 
and Chervonenkis is that for any E, 6 > 0, P{L(cjn) -L* > .z} < 6 if the sample size n is 
at least 
L~log~+$log~,~log~+~log$). 
E E & 
Note that unless L” <E, the maximum is achieved by the first term. 
The disadvantage of this method of empirical error minimization is that it only uses 
a part of the available information. Apart from the form of the classifiers defined by the 
functions in 9, no other information about the shape of these functions is exploited. 
For example, if 9 is the class of Lipschitz functions y : [0, l] + [0, l] (with Lipschitz 
constant 1 ), then clearly the class of classifiers defined by 9 is too large, and we have 
v=oo. 
Another approach to the classification problem is to directly estimate the regression 
function ye* by a function y;. For the probability of error of the corresponding classifier 
&4=~{(,:(x)>1/3}? we have from (1) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
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Observing that q*(x) = E{ Y(X =x} and therefore for any 9 
E{(G) - V*(x))2I =E{(r&U - Y)‘> - WV*(X) - Y)2>> 
leads to the following estimate: minimize the empirical L2 error 
and consider the classifier gl, corresponding to the minimizing function II;. Then, ex- 
ploiting that the regression function ye* is in F-, we may use a result of Lee et al. [ 19, 
Theorem 71 to conclude that for every F>O, 
(5) 
In Section 5 we present an alternative method with improved performance guarantees. 
As proved by Alon et al. [l], the covering numbers in the above bound may be 
bounded in terms of the scale-sensitive dimension Rf. They show that for all E E (0. 1 ), 
4n 
( > 
p, 4 ~ogcw(P, 4)) 
sup N(&,x;,F)62 
2 
(6) 
I, ., r,, 
This inequality was subsequently improved by Bartlett and Long [6]. 
Remark. Another method of exploiting the information q* E 9 is maximum likelihood. 
Here one selects a function from F by maximizing the likelihood 
n y(Xj)y’(l - q(&))‘-“. 
,=I 
It is shown in [13, Ch. 151 that maximum likelihood works well whenever the hrack- 
eting metric entropy of 9 is finite. 
3. Dimensions 
So far, we have seen two different methods - one based on minimizing empirical 
misclassification and the other on empirical squared error minimization - such that one 
of them guarantees small probability of error if the vc dimension V is small, and the 
other when the scale-sensitive dimension & is small. However, it is easy to see that 
no universal relationship exists between V and &. In fact, if B is the class of all 
functions on 9 whose value is in [0, i] if xt0 and in (i, l] if x >0 then V = 1 but 
8 = cc for every E. On the other hand, if F contains every function defined on the 
positive integers such that Iv(x) - i 1 dePX/2, then E = L- log(2s)j, but V = M. (The 
latter example is taken from [l].) Therefore, these two methods are not compatible. In 
fact, it is easy to show situations in which V = CQ, empirical error minimization fails 
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but empirical squared error minimization provides a small probability of error, and vice 
versa when e = oo. The reason is that these general methods are not designed for the 
specific classification problem we are studying. 
In this paper we look for methods which are universal in the sense that they unify 
the advantages of the above two principles, and in fact, may work well even if both 
previous methods fail. We discuss three different methods in detail. All of them are 
skeleton estimates, that is, first a finite subset of F is selected, and then the empir- 
ical error is minimized over this subset. The methods differ in the way the skeleton 
is formed. The first method - introduced in Section 4 - assumes the knowledge of 
the distribution y of X. We show that the rate of convergence of this method is up- 
per bounded by a quantity determined by the minimum of V and e. In Section 5 
we discuss methods which do not assume the knowledge of ,u. Here the skeleton is 
formed in a data-dependent way. The first simple method has performance guaran- 
tees better than those of empirical squared error minimization. The second data-based 
skeleton estimate is specifically suited for the classification problem. The size of the 
error here is dominated by the covering numbers according to a new metric, and 
the performance bounds we obtain here are better than those obtainable for empirical 
error minimization. In Theorem 4 we relate these covering numbers to a new scale- 
sensitive dimension d, defined below, which is always smaller than the minimum of V 
and Py . 
Next, we define a dimension for a class F of functions X -+ [0, 11. 
Definition 1. Let 0 <y < i. We say that 4 y-shatters a finite set A c X if there exists 
some function s : A + [i - y, $ + y] such that for every subset E c A there is a function 
Y]E E 9 such that q~(x)gs(x) + y if x E E and ME <s(x) - y if x E A - E. The 
y-dimension d, of 9 is defined as the largest positive integer n for which there exists 
a set A of cardinality n which is y-shattered by 9. If for every n there is a set A 
which is y-shattered by 9 then we say that d, = co. 
Remark. The asymmetry in the definition of y-shattering is necessary for our pur- 
poses. It corresponds to the tie-breaking convention we apply, that is, to the fact that 
when q(x) = 1, the corresponding classification is always 1. If this asymmetry was not 
present, d, would be equal to the Pr dimension of the set of “clipped” functions rcz,(y), 
r E 9, where 7~2~ is defined for YE [0, l] as 
i 
;+2y ifY>++2y, 
7c2YCY) = 3 -2y if y<i -2y, 
Y otherwise. 
This class of functions also appears in [4] in a somewhat different setup. 
First note that d, is a monotone decreasing function of y. To see this, let 
yi 2 ~2, and let A be a set which is yi-shattered by P according to some function 
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s : A + [; - yl, ; + rr] Then it is easy to see that the same set is yz-shattered by .P 
according to the function s’ defined by 
1 
s(x) if s(x) E [i - j’2, i + ~21, 
s’(x) = ; - 1’2 if s(x)< i - j’?, 
$ +y2 if s(x)>; +y2. 
Our main result concerning d;. is Theorem 4, which is an upper bound for certain 
covering numbers appearing in the performance bound (Theorem 3) of a data-dependent 
skeleton estimate proposed in Section 5. 
d,. is closely related to the scale-sensitive dimension R), whose usefulness have 
been demonstrated for learning “probabilistic concepts” and for more general regression 
function estimation problems, see [ 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 17, 261. The only difference is that in 
the definition of Py the range of the shattering function s is not restricted, it can take 
any value in [0, I]. Therefore, clearly, for every ;‘, 
In fact, d,, may be finite even if R; = x for every y. (Just consider the class of all 
functions y : .% --) [0, l] such that q(x)< i if x<O and y(x)> i if x>O.) The restriction 
of the range of s is motivated by the fact that from the point of view of classification, 
only the behavior of the functions in .9 around 4 matters. For some discussion on this 
we refer to Section 6.7 of [13]. 
Also clearly, 
for each “/. Again, d, may be finite even if V = co. As a simple example, consider the 
class of Lipschitz functions on [0, 11. Then d, <<. = 0( lh), but obviously V=x. 
Since d;, d min( V, F’,), we may interpret the new dimension as one that unifies the 
advantages of V and the scale-sensitive dimension R;. On the other hand, it is important 
to note that d, may be finite even if min( V,R) = 3cj. The simplest example is the class 
of all functions 99 + [0, + + y/2]. 
Several other dimensions have been introduced to measure the size of classes of 
functions. A partial survey is found in [I]. 
4. Skeleton estimates 
Skeleton estimates first form a finite subclass of the class of functions 9 and then 
use some kind of empirical risk minimization to choose an estimate from this class. 
Different types of skeleton estimates were proposed and studied by Benedek and Itai 
[8], Buescher and Kumar [ll, 121, Dudley et al. [15], Kulkami [18], Vapnik [27], and 
Devroye et al. [13, Ch. 281. 
The “skeleton” is typically chosen as some kind of covering of the class .P, that is, 
for each function v] E 9, there should be a function in the skeleton which is sufficiently 
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close to q in some sense. Different versions of skeleton estimates differ in the way this 
closeness is measured, and also in the way the classifier is selected from the skeleton. 
For example, assuming that the distribution ,U ofX is known, Vapnik [27], and Benedek 
and Itai [8] cover the class of classifiers in the metric d&y,$)=P{g(X)#g’(X)} 
and select by minimizing the empirical error over the covering. In [13, Ch. 281, _9 is 
covered with respect to the supremum norm sup, EX IV(X) - $(x)1, and again, the 
empirical error is minimized over the covering. 
In this paper we propose new skeleton estimates, specifically designed for the dis- 
cussed classification problem, which perform better than previously discussed meth- 
ods. The key ingredient of our method is a new way of selecting the skeleton. The 
“distance” according to which we measure closeness of members of 5” is motivated 
by (I). 
For simplici~, assume first that the dist~bution of X is known. Then for E>O, we 
may select a set of functions SE such that for every q E F there is an $ E g8 such 
that 
(g and g’ are the classifiers defined by y and q’.) Choose & such that it has minimal 
cardinality. Next, select a member of @* which minimizes the empirical error 
over all g = itlla i/z), y f ge. Denote the minimizing function by & and the correspond- 
ing classifier by &. 
We have the following performance bound for this estimate: 
Theorem 1. If q* E 9, then for every E, 6 > 0, 
E{L(&)} - L” GE -t- max 
All proofs are given in Section 6. 
Observe that a straightforward consequence of the definition of the covering E 
is that I58 I< min(Ni (42, p, +F), NH(E/~, ,u, F)). Therefore, the probability of error of 
the selected classifier is guaranteed to be small if at least one of these two covering 
numbers is controtled. With a bit of work, we may relate these covering numbers to 
the vc dimension and the Kearns-Shapire scale-sensitive dimension of F. This implies 
the most important corollary of this theorem, which states that the obtained classifier 
has a small guaranteed probability of error whenever the minimum of the vc dimension 
V and the scale-sensitive dimension &~6 is finite: 
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Corollary 1. If’ y* E F, then for every E, 6 > 0, and y > e (recall that e is u parumeter 
of the algorithm), 
P{L(&-L*>y}<6 
jbr 
min(V,P:2s6)log2~+log~ 
> 
. 
The corollary shows that the rate of convergence of the proposed algorithm is de- 
termined by the minimum of the two dimensions that appeared in the two algorithms 
obtained by two different philosophies - namely, empirically minimizing misclassifica- 
tion and estimating regression functions. The skeleton estimate investigated here seems 
to unify the advantages of the two approaches. The constants and the power of the 
logarithmic factors have not been optimized. In this qualitative discussion we sacrifice 
sharp results for simplicity. The bound of Theorem 1 is better than those that can be 
obtained for the above-mentioned skeleton estimates of [27, 81 and [13, Ch. 281. 
On the other hand, the algorithm may work even if min( V,J?) = cc for every E. 
Consider the example in which p contains all functions with values in [0, i + c/4]. 
Then min( V,e) = m, and it is easy to see that both empirical error minimization and 
empirical squared error minimization may give huge probabilities of error. On the 
other hand, I&; / = 1, since the set 4 is covered by the single function y G i - (s/4). 
We conjecture that min(V,PL/2s6) in Corollary 1 can be replaced by dKc, but we have 
not been able to prove this. 
The main disadvantage of the algorithm discussed here is that it assumes knowledge 
of the underlying distribution p of X. In the next section we propose and analyze 
methods which do not use such information. It is interesting to note, however, that 
knowledge of p usually does not help much. In fact, the minimax lower bound (3) 
remains valid even if ~1 is allowed to be known. 
5. Data-based skeleton estimates 
In this section we present classification rules that first form a finite skeleton of 5 
based on a part of the training data, and then use the other half of the data to select the 
empirically best candidate from the skeleton. The idea of such empirical covering is 
due to Buescher and Kumar [12], and was huther explored by Lugosi and Nobel [20]. 
The key difference here is that the metric according to which the covering is chosen 
is different from what is used in selecting a classifier from the covering. For example, 
in the simplest situation, one may first form an L1 -cover of 3, and then (instead of 
minimizing the empirical L1 error) minimize the empirical misclassification over the 
skeleton. This hybrid approach seems to prove fruitful. 
The precise definition of the classifier described above is as follows: first, the data 
sequence D, is split into two parts: 
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Tn-m =((&+l, Ym+l),. ..,(x,, &)I. 
The first part, D,, is used to create a skeleton of 9, that is, a finite set 5’ = FEo(Dm) 
such that each member of F is closely approximated by a function from FE0 in the 
empirical Li metric. More precisely, given E >O, let FE0 be a class of functions of 
minimal cardinality satisfying the property that for each y E 9= there exists an f E gco 
such that 
Clearly, 1%“ =Ni(c/2,X;“,97. The second part of the data, T,_,, is used to test all 
classifiers defined by functions in 9$‘, and to select one with minimal empirical error. 
In other words, we minimize the empirical error 
1 * 
L-m(g) = - 
n-m c k7M,#K) 
i=m+l 
among all classifiers g =Z{,a1,21 in %O. Denote the obtained classification rule by g,” 
(and the corresponding regression function by vi). Note that g,” ignores the values of 
Yi, . . . , Y,, and therefore it may make efficient use of additional unlabeled samples, if 
available. The first half of the sample is only used to obtain information about p. For 
simplicity, we only consider splitting the data into two equal halfs (i.e., m = n/2). This 
is a safe, but not necessarily optimal choice. The following performance bound for the 
obtained classifier is given for the case m =n/2, but the proof in Section 6 contains 
the general inequalities. 
Theorem 2. If v]* E F, then for any n, E, and 6 >6~, 
P{L(g,O) - L” > 36) d 2ENi (~/2,Xr’~, 9)e-3nS2’(32L*) 
42 o- +lOENi(s/32,X, ,4)e- my512 . 
In particular, 
E {L(g,“)} - L* d 6&+3 max 
51210g(10nEN1(s/32,X;‘2,~)) 
n 1, 
The bound obtained here is better than that of (5) for the method of squared error 
minimization in that it reflects the right dependence on L” and that it involves the 
expected random covering numbers instead of their supremum. We believe that the 
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same type of bound is also true for squared error minimization and we doubt that 
the above skeleton estimate is inherently better than squared error minimization. We 
included this method because of its simplicity, conceptual reasons, and comparison 
purposes. Again, we may rephrase the upper probability inequality in terms of sample 
sizes and the scale-sensitive dimension r?,.. The proof of the next corollary is direct by 
applying (6): 
Corollary 2. IJ’q* E F, then for every E, 6 > 0, and ;’ > 18~: (recall that E is a parameter 
qf’ the algorithm), 
P{L(Cg) -L” >Y)<d 
n>Kmax 
pt::l28 
log2 ~ 
C 
Next, we apply the ideas of Section 4 to define a data-based skeleton estimate 
better suited for classification purposes. The main idea is to empirically cover J with 
respect to the empirical version of the “metric” E{ 2 1 q(X) - y’(X) IZ~,cxj + 8tcx ,I }. More 
precisely, given E>O, let FE be a class of functions of minimal cardinality satisfying 
the property that for each y E 9 there exists an f E z such that 
f 2 Ill(X) - ij(X)II{s(x,)f&cx,,} cc. (7) 
,=I 
Then, just like in the case of the previous classifier, the empirical error 
L,(Y)= 1 2 1 
n-i?. r=m+, {Y(X)iY,) 
is minimized among all classifiers g = I{ ,I3 tj2) in z. Denote the obtained classification 
rule and the corresponding regression function by 3, and q,,. We have the following 
property: 
Theorem 3. If y* E 9, then for any n, E, and 6 36e, 
P{L(Zj,,) -L* >36} < 2E{I~/}e-3”“2~(32L*) + 2E{I~~~}eC”“32 
+ 8EN,(E/16,X;“2,~)e-nD’5’2, 
bc,here 59 is the class qffunctions 12q*(x) - 1 IZ~yC~~)iy-(_V)). q E .F In particular, 
E{L(S,)} - L* d 6&+3 max 
51210g(10nmax[E{~~~~},EiV~(~/16,X~’2,~)]) 
n 
1. 
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Thus, the rate of convergence of the error of the selected classifier is determined 
by the logarithm of the expected value of the covering number [El. The lower-order 
term involves the expected Li covering numbers of the class 9. Unfortunately, this 
covering number cannot be bounded by IPe 1, and in fact, in some situations it can be 
much larger. However, note that for any y, y’ E P, 
wrl*(x> - lI~(q(X)fy*(X)) - 121?*w - 1 I~{y’(x)~‘s*(x)) I 
=I{,(,)#,,(,)}l2ul*(x) - 11 qg(x)ig’(x)}. 
Therefore, N~(s/~~,X;‘~,~))~NH(&/~~,X;‘~, c d )), and in particular, for E 3 32/n, 
Thus, the finiteness of the vc dimension and L” > 0 guarantees that for sufficiently large 
sample sizes the maximum is taken by the first term, involving E{ ]FJ}. If V = cc, we 
cannot guarantee any nontrivial bound for E{L(S,)} (see also the remark below). 
However, since E{Nr (a/l 6,X;‘2 ,3)} only appears in the lower-order term, in most 
cases it has a minor importance. The main message is that the expected size of the 
error is of the order of $GZiZK n, unless the Bayes error L* is very small. 
Below in Theorem 4 we relate the new scale-sensitive dimension d,, introduced in 
Section 3, to the covering numbers appearing in Theorem 3. 
It is worth comparing E{ [PC I} to other quantities relevant for analyzing the per- 
formance of different classification rules. For example, it is easy to see that for all 
&24/n, 
(Note that “good” choices for E are always larger, and in some cases much larger than 
4/n.) Thus, for the data-dependent skeleton classifier, Theorem 3 guarantees better 
performance than the inequality (2) for empirical risk minimization. The reason why 
it is possible to improve on these bounds is that one can make use of the additional 
information provided by the knowledge of the form of the possible regression functions. 
We must remark here, however, that in order to obtain Theorem 3 (as well as 
Theorems 1, 2), we needed to assume that y* E 9, that is, the “true” regression function 
is the member of the class 8. The bounds obtained for empirical risk minimization 
do not require this assumption. Empirical risk minimization is, therefore, much more 
robust than the skeleton estimate introduced here. 
It is also easy to see that 
Therefore, the rate of convergence achieved by the classifier Lj, is usually better than 
that of empirical squared error minimization (or than that of the first data-dependent 
skeleton classifier introduced in this section). Consider, for example, the following 
trivial case: let F contain all functions v] : 92 + [0, l] such that q(x)< i if x <0 and 
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y(x) 2 i if x 30. Then there is only one classifier induced by these functions, and 
accordingly, Iz\ = 1. On the other hand, this class is clearly too large for obtaining 
meaningful bounds for regression function estimation. 
Remark. Note, however, that y,, may fail in some situations when empirical squared er- 
ror minimization and gz do not. We have the following counterexample: Let .F contain 
all functions on [0, l] which take their values between $ - c/4 and f+ ~/4, and the con- 
stant zero function. Assume that q*(x) = 0 for all x E [0, 11. Then I.‘z,/ = 1, since 9 can 
be covered by the single function which equals k - c/4 if x is one of the first n/2 data 
points, and i +cj4 otherwise. If the distribution of X is absolutely continuous, L(y,,) = 1 
with probability one, while L* = 0. On the other hand, ENt(c/32,X(“‘,.F)) =2, so, for 
example, go is guaranteed to give a small error probability. 
Next, we relate ($ to the new scale-sensitive dimension d;. defined in Section 3. 
Theorem 4. For any value of X1 )...) x,, if’12m3 [l/cl, C< 1, tllelz 
/<%;I <2(6+ 10 bZ~(~~~!~<., 1” )+I, 
This result is the analogue of (6) for the new dimension introduced here. The proof 
is based on the proof of Lemma 3.4 of Alon et al. [l], and it is given in Section 6. 
We may combine the above result in a straightforward way with Theorem 3 and (8) 
to obtain the following sample-size bound for the data-dependent skeleton estimate S,, 
defined in Section 5. 
Corollary 3. Assume that ~*E.E For every E, ci >O, and ;‘> 18~ (recall that I: is a 
parameter qf the algorithm), 
P{L(&) -L* >i’}<6 
jbr 
K max 
L*d,,:2,, 
: log2 
.,2 i 
Therefore, if V <cc and L” >O, for sufficiently small y’s the sample size is deter- 
mined by dc:20 instead of the vc dimension as for empirical error minimization. 
Finally, we indicate some points where the bound of Theorem 4 is loose. First 
of all, the theorem provides an upper bound for the maximal possible value of 1.R /, 
whereas the interesting quantity in Theorem 3 is its expected value E{ l%l}. In cer- 
tain cases, the difference may be significant: [ 13. Theorem 13.131 provides such an 
example. 
If .P is a class of indicator functions, then lzl is just the random shatter coefficient 
S.-(X;) for E = 2/m. In this case Sauer’s lemma [25] implies that log lzl d V logm, 
whereas Theorem 4 only gives log 1zI = 0( V log2 m). 
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If .F is the class of all Lipschitz functions (with Lipschitz constant 1) on [0, 11, 
then it is easy to see that log Iz[ = 0( l/s). However, it is also easy to see that 
d,: = 0( l/s), and therefore Theorem 4 only implies log jzl = O(log2 m/s). However, 
the practical importance of the log factors is minor, so Theorem 4 may be a useful 
tool to bound IFE]. 
6. Proofs 
A key ingredient of several proofs is the following simple lemma: 
Lemma 1. Let 9’ be a jinite set of jimctions X -+ [0, 11, possibly depending on 0,. 
Let Y,, minimize the empirical error 
over y E .F’ and let ;i be minimize the probability of error L(G) in .F. Let g,, and z 
denote the corresponding classijiers. Then 
P{L(g,) - L(;i) > 61Dm} <( IF’1 + l)e-(3~8)(n-m)S2~(L(~)+2s). (9) 
Proof. If L(g,) - L($>26, then there exists an y E 9’ such that L(q) >L(;i) + 26 
and L,_,(q) <L,_,(q). Thus, 
P&s,) -L(ij)>WD,) 
dP 
I 
min 
@(q) >L(;;)+zs 
L,-,(vl) -G-*(ij) 
bP 
I 
min 
qZ(q) >L($f26 
L,-,(Y) <L(q) + 2 
+P{Ln-m(?>>W?) + ~I&}, 
so we need to show that 
P min 
TL(V)>L(;;)+26 
L,-,(V) <L(F) + 6 
Di?l I 
D, I 
(10) 
But if 
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then for each q E P 
51 
Lm(v)3L(rl) - 6 1: L(Y) L(G) + 26 
If, in addition, q is such that L(q) > L(q)+26, then by the monotonicity of the function 
x - cv6 (for c>O and x>c2/4), 
L,-,(q)bL(T) + 26 - 6 
\I’ 
L(T) + 26 
L(ij) + 2fi 
= L(;i) + 6, 
and (IO) follows. Thus, we have 
P{L(s,) - L(ij)>2W,I d P{L,l-,(ij) - L(T) > W?l] 
Next, we bound both terms on the right-hand side of the above inequality. First, since 
given D,, the conditional distribution of (n - m)Ln_,(;i) is binomial with parameters 
n - m and L(ij), we have by Bernstein’s inequality [9] that 
L){L,_,($ _ L(G)> 6]Dm} ~e~(n_m)n’~(2L(;;)+(2’3)(i). 
(Recall that v minimizes the probability of error in .F’.) On the other hand, clearly 
For any fixed q, the probability on the right-hand side is zero if y ‘kr 6/,/m> 
m. Otherwise, if y d ,/@& then again by Bernstein’s inequality, 
_ -(3/8)(n-m)6’i(L(~)+26) 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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We have the following easy corollary: 
Corollary 4. 
E{-Gbx) - wi)lQn~ 
< max 
22qg log(n( IF’] + 1)) + 1 22 log(n( (F’( + 1)) + 1 
9 
n-m n-m I. 
Proof. Observe that Lemma 1 implies that for all 6 >O, 
p{~(~,) _ I > ,jl~~> < (19’1 + 1) ,,,,,-~~i~~~~~-~~~*/~Li;;), e-WW(~-m)~~~ 
But for every U, 
E{Un) - G)P?nI <u + P{L(g,) - L(F) > UI&}. 
Choosing 
64L(ij)log(n(IF’I + 1)) 64 log(n(l9’I + 1)) + 1 
yields the corollary. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that by the inequality (1 ), 
minL(r]) -L* <s. 
?lE.4 
The Theorem now is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 and Corollary 4 (by taking 
m=O). 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. As we noted it before, IgEl d min(Nr(c/2, p, F),NH(c/2, p,F)). 
The basic idea is that whenever deviations of empirical averages from their theoretical 
counterparts are uniformly small, empirical covering numbers are, in some sense, close 
to covering numbers measured by the corresponding expected distance. (This idea is 
quite standard, see [30, 22, 51.) Clearly, if 
then dH(q, y’) c&/2 for every pair ye, q’ E F such that dHqn(q, v]‘) c&/4. This implies 
that 
dP 
E 
SUP ddf7, Y’> - dH,,(rl> V’> 2 - 
%V’EF 4 
<4E,S’p_F(X~)e-“E2112s 
(by the Vapnik-Chervonenkis inequality [28]), 
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where 9 - ,9 denotes class of functions Z{gr,, fg~(.,)), q, q’ E 3. But it is easy to see 
that, for example, S,-_,~(X:“)~~~(X:“)~, so we have that 
41' 
P{Nl,(r:f4,X;,~)<NH(c/2,~,.~)} <4 e-w’:1 12x 
The right-hand side of the inequality is strictly smaller than one if n is larger than 
a constant times ( V/E~) log( l/c). For such n’s, there exist n points XI,. . ,x,, such that 
N&a/4,$. 9) 2 N~(s/2, /J, r9). But by Sauer’s lemma, if E > 4/n, 
sup NH(r:,‘4,.~;, 
x , , ., I,, 
S) d sst_1,, s&T) d (7)’ 1 
which means that for such n, lE1 <NH(i-:/2+F)<(neiV)c’. 
To obtain an analogous upper bound for I.%, / in terms of the scale-sensitive dimension 
P:, we proceed similarly: 
P{N,(E/~,X;,.P)<N,(E/~,~,.~)} d P 
< 8EN1(q’32,Xf, .F - :F)e-rri’2’204X 
(by Pollard [23, Ch. II]). 
where 9 - 9 denotes the class of functions y(x) - $(x), q, $ E .9. But an elementary 
argument shows that 
N1(~/32,Xr,9-.~)~N,(e/64,X;,9)‘. 
We may bound these covering numbers by the key result (6) according to which 
P{NI(&/4,X;,9)<N,(&/2,~,~)}d4 $ 
( > 
?P 256 log(2mV(f, 2% )) 
e -,li.~ 2OJX 
The right-hand side is strictly smaller than one if n is larger than a constant times 
For such n’s therefore we have that 
ICE / < N, (e/2, /L, cp) 
< sup N,(E/~,x;,~) 
_‘i, . . Y,, 
2p,. 256 W2enl’(P,zst, )) 
where again we used (6). 
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But Theorem 1 implies that for ~>.a, 
P{L(&-L*>y}<6 if n>K$ 
> 
, 
so by putting the pieces together, the proof of the Corollary is finished. q 
In the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 we apply an inequality of Pollard [24], sharpened 
by Haussler [ 161. In particular, the following corollary is used, which was obtained by 
Buescher and Kumar [12] in a slightly different form. The form given here is found 
in Lugosi and Nobel [20]. 
Lemma 2. Let ~9 be class of functions on X such that h(x) E [O,A] for every h E ~9 
and every x E 57. Let XI , . . . ,X,,, E % be i. i.d. random vectors. Then for each 6 > 0 and, 
E > 0, 
P 
1 
sup E{h(X)} >6 + 3.5 <4E{ l~~:,lsl}e-m(~‘“)i(64A), 
&x:(l/m)c~,h(x,)<I I 
where ZC is any set of functions satisfying the property that for each h E SF there is 
a h’ E % with 
; 2 Ih(&) - h’(Xi)l <E. 
i=l 
Proof of Theorem 2. Write 
so that 
P{L(g,o) -L* >36} d P 
{ 
L(g,o) - $li& L(y)>26 
E I 
+P ml0 L(q)-L*>6 . 
c * I 
(11) 
First we bound the second probability. Introduce the notation h,(x) = 2ly(x) - y*(x)l, 
Jdr) = ; 2 h,(X) and J(v) = -W~(~)l = E{h,(X)l 
i=l 
for all y E 9. Recall that by (l), L(q) -L* <J(y), and that min,,eo J,(q) < E by the 
definition of Fe0 and by the assumption q* E 9. Therefore, 
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Therefore, for 6 >, 6s, 
<P sup 
?lE.‘Z:J”,(q)<E 
J(q)>; f3c 
f 4E {N,(e/16,X;“,,~)}e-“‘“‘256 (12) 
by Lemma 2, where X denotes the class of functions h,, q E 9. By noting that for 
every q, y’, and x, Jh,(x) - h,l/(x)l 62/y(x) - q’(n)], we see that Nl(e/16,X~,.fl)bN1 
(s/32,X;“, F), so for 6 3 6s we have 
P msO L(q) -L* >6 ~4E{N,(~/32,X;“,6)}e-““~‘~~. 
{ 1 > 
The first probability on the right-hand side of (11) may directly be bounded by 
applying Lemma 1. Summarizing, we get 
P{L($) - L” >36} 
L(g,“) - $no L(q)>261 min L(y) -L* <6 
‘~E.qo 
(by Lemma 1) 
<2E{NI(e/2,X;“, ~)}e-(3116)(n~n’)6LiL* + lOE{NI(c/32,X;“, F)}e-m6’256. 
so the proof of the probability inequality is finished. To obtain the bound for the 
expected value of the probability of error, simply observe that for any ~268, 
E{W )> - L” 
d 3U + P{L(g,“) - L* > 3u) 
< 3u + ~E{N,(E/~,X;“,B)}~~~~~~‘~~(“-~)~~’~* + IOE{N~(E/~~,X;“,.~)}~-~~‘~~~, 
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and recalling that m = n/2, choose 
u = 66 + max 
1 lL* log(2nENl(E/2,X;‘2, 9)) 
> 
n 
512 log( 10nEN~(e/32,X~‘2, 9)) 
n I. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is completely analogous 
omit it. 0 
to that of Theorem 2, so we 
In the rest of the paper we give the proof of Theorem 4. 
0 
The line of the proof of Theorem 4 is analogous to that of Lemma 3.4 in [I]. Just 
like there, we also begin with “discretizing”. First, we introduce a discrete analogue 
of the y-dimension, related to the “strong dimension” of [I]. 
Let b be a positive even integer, and let 9 be a class of functions X + { 1,2,. . . , b}. 
We say that 9 b-shutters a finite set A c S according to a function s : A -+ {b/2, 
b/2 + 1) if for every subset E of A, there exists a function f,s E 99 such that 
fE(X) 
<s(x)- 1 ifxEE, 
as(x)+ 1 ifxEA-E. 
We say that 9 b-shatters A if 9 b-shatters A according to some s. The b-dimension 
A6 of ‘59 is the largest integer n such that there exists a set A, shattered by 9, with 
(A( = n. If there is no such larger integer, then we say that db = co. 
Let y >O. The y-discretization of a function q : X + [0, l] is defined by v>‘(x) = 
round(q(x)/y) + 1, where 
round(z) = 
{ 
1z1 ifz- [zJ<$, 
[zj fl ifz- [zJ>$. 
Note that with y = l/(b - l), and y E [0, 11, the y-discretization q)‘(x) of ye maps X to 
{l,...,b}. 
Lemma 3. Assume that y = l/(b - 1) for some positive even integer b, and let P = 
{y’ : q E F} denote the class of y-discretizations of functions in 9. If db denotes 
the b-dimension of P-Y, then 
where d,jz is dejined in Definition 1 for 9. 
Proof. We show that if 9Y b-shatters a set A, then P y/2-shatters A. Let s : A --) {b/2, 
b/2 + 1) be the function which is used by P CJ to b-shatter A. Then for every 
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E CA there is a timction qE E 9 such that 
<s(x) - 1 if xEE, 
&(x) 
as(x) + 1 ifxEA-E. 
Then clearly, if s’(x) = ys(x) - y, then 
<s’(x) - y/2 if x E E, 
I/E(x) 
>s’(x)+y/2 ifxEA-E, 
so .F clearly y/2-shatters A. 0 
Next, we relate lzi to certain packing numbers of the class of discretizations of 
functions in 3. Let {XI,. . . ,x,} c X. We say that a subset 9’ of P is c-separated if 
for any ~1, ~2 E 3’, 
The maximal size M(E,$) of such an E-separated set is called the r:-packing number 
of 9. Now consider a class 9 of functions 35’ + { 1,. . , b}, where b is an even positive 
integer. We say that 9’ c +? is 2-separated if for any fi ,f’~ E Y’, 
max Ifi - f2(~i)Il{~(f,(~~,))i~~(f.?(.~.))} 32, 
r=I....,m 
where the function u is defined by 
1 if a>b/2, 
u(a) = 
0 if a<b/2. 
The maximal size of a 2-separated subset of 9 is denoted by A&(2,9). The proof of 
the next lemma is trivial. 
Lemma 4. Let b be a positive even integer, and assume that 7 = 1 /(b - 1) <r-;/4. Then 
The key of the proof of Theorem 4 is the following combinatorial lemma: 
Lemma 5. Let .ix’ be a set oJ’ cardinality m, and let Y be a class oj jimctions 
%‘+(l,...,b}, h NJ ere b is an even positive integer and m 3 b/6. Then 
A4b(2, Y)<2(6m)“og2 y’, 
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where 
y$ 7 2’ 
i=l 0 
and Ab is the b-dimension of 9. 
Proof. We may assume that b 34 since otherwise there are no two 2-separated timc- 
tions in 9 and the statement is trivial. Let A c X and s : A + {b/2, b/2 + 1). We say 
that 9 b-shatters the pair (A,s) if it b-shatters A according to s. To any k 22 and 
m 3 1, define t(k, m) as the largest integer t such that if Z& is any 2-separated class of 
functions with 1x1 = k, then A5 b-shatters at least t distinct pairs (A,s). If no such &! 
exists, then we say that t(k,m)=m. (Recall that m = 1x1.) 
Clearly, the number of possible pairs (A,s) such that IAl <d is at most y = 
CfE, (7) 2’. Thus, if t(k, m) > y for some k, then Mb(2,9) <k whenever A,, <d. There- 
fore, we need to show that t (2(6~)1”~2 YJ, m) > y for all d > 1, m > 1. 
We see immediately that t(2,m) = 1 for all m 3 1. Next, we show that 
t(l2km,m)32t(2k,m - 1). (13) 
If there is no 2-separated class with size 12km, then the left-hand side of (13) is o;), 
and the inequality is trivially true. Thus, assume that there is a 2-separated class Z 
with size 12km. Split A? into 6km pairs of functions. For each such pair (hl, hz), 
FEy IW) - h2(x)IZ{u(h,(n))fU(h2(X))} 32 
that is, for each such pair there exists an x E X such that IhI - hz(x)I 22 and 
u(hl (x)) # u(hz(x)). Since IX/= m, there exists an x E X such that this property holds 
for at least 6k pairs. Order all these pairs such a way that h,(x) 3 hz(x). For j E 
{l,..., b}, define 
1 
1 if j<b/2, 
r(j) = 
2 if j=b/2, 
3 if j=b/2+ 1, 
4 if j>b/2 + 1. 
Since for all pairs hi(x) - h2(x)32 and u(hl(x))#u(hz(x)), there are three pos- 
sible values of the pair (T(hl(x)),z(hz(x))) ( namely (3, l), (4, l), and (4,2)). By 
the pigeonhole principle, there are at least 6k/3 = 2k pairs (hl, h2) for which the 
(z(hl(x)), T(hz(x))) is the same. Then it follows that there are two subclasses yi”l, 
yi” c 2’ and indices i, j E { 1,2,3,4} with 12, / = 1%~ I= 2k such that for each 
hl E 21, z(hl(x)) = i, for each hz E 22, T(hl(x)) = j, and i 3 j + 2. Clearly, the mem- 
bers of 2, are 2-separated on X - {x}, and the same is true for yi”2. Thus, according 
to the definition of t(k, m), yi” and Z&Z both b-shatter t(2k, m - 1) pairs (A,s) with 
A c X - {x}. 
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Clearly, 2 b-shatters every pair (A,s) which is b-shattered by either X1 or X2. 
Also, if a pair (A,s) is b-shattered by both Xt and ~41, then it is easy to see that .H 
b-shatters the pair (A U {x},s’), where s’(z) ==s(z) if z E A, and 
.r’(x) = b/2 
( 
b/2 + 1 if j = 2, 
if i=3, 
arbitrary otherwise. 
Therefore, .R b-shatters at least as many (A,s) pairs as the sum of the numbers of 
pairs shattered by ;/1”1 and 3/%,, so (13) is proved. 
Let now n = 2(6m)(6(m - 1)). . (6(m - Y + l)), where r<m. Then by repeated 
application of (13), we obtain 
t(n, m) 32’t(2, n - r) = 2’. 
Since t is monotone in its first argument, for all r<m, 
t(2(6m)‘, m) 3 2’. 
Take Y = [log, ~1. If r d m, then 
t(2(6m)~‘“s~~l,m)>,2~‘os2~l >y, 
as desired. If Y > m, then 2(6m>’ > 2(6m)” > b” by the condition 6m > 6. But 6” is the 
number of all functions from 55 to { 1,. . , b}, so there is no 2-separated class larger 
than this, hence t(2(6m)r”Q ~1 , m) = cc > y, establishing the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let b = 4 [l/e + fl and y = l/(b - 1). Then it is easy to check 
so that the hypothesis of Lemma 4 is satisfied - and y/2 3 c/10. Then 
Mh(2,F’) (by Lemma 4) 
2(6m)T’“s7(C;lh,(,)2’)l (by Lemma 5) 
2(6m)lioR(C~~~('1')2f)l (by Lemma 3) 
2(6m)[10&(2em!d,..2 fyi21 (since (:)2’< (2m) and$ (T) <(nelxi’) 
as desired. 0 
7. Concluding remarks 
Several interesting questions have been left unanswered. Perhaps the most interesting 
one is the characterization of “learnability”. We suspect that the finiteness of d;. is 
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sufficient and necessary. More precisely, our conjecture is the following: given a class 
9 of regression functions, a sample size of the order of (ignoring logarithmic factors) 
L*d, L* 1 d, 1 1 
max -f-$Og-,-+ylog, 
Y2 6 Y 
is sufficient and necessary to guarantee the existence of a classifier g, such that for all 
possible q* E 9 and for all distributions p the excess probabili~ of error L(g,)-L” be 
smaller than y with probability larger than 1 - 6 for all 6 and y > CE for some constant c. 
We do not know the answer even if 11 is allowed to be known. The bounds given here 
for classifiers & of Section 4 and Bn of Section 5 both fall short of this performance 
guarantee. In the case of known p, $, is a candidate to prove the sufficiency part. 
However, we have not been able to replace in Corollary 1 the minimum of V and 
P, by d,. The main technical difficulty comes from the fact that the “metric” which 
defines the covering does not satisfy the triangle inequality. In the case of unknown 
distributions, as we pointed it out, S, fails in some cases when d, is finite. If our 
conjecture is true, a new classifier is to be found. Also, unlike in the completely 
dist~bution-free setup, the answers in the two cases (i.e., know and unknown ~1) may 
be very different. 
The insightful comments of the two reviewers helped us correct some key mistakes 
in the original draft and improve the presentation. 
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